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Foreword
William G. Swenso

Richard McKeon was a philosopher, educator, and critic of extraordinary creativiry who brought new life to old learning and sought out what is newly possible in the changing cultures of our times. He was respectedin learned circles
around the world as an erudite scholar and far-seeinginnovator in many disciplines even as he, and what he achieved,were variously interpreted and criticized,Like the ancient mastersofphilosophy and rhetoric, he was able to defeat
any opponent in argument, and like those exemplars, he seemedmore than
heroic in his knowledgeof all subjectsand the easewith which he carried on inquiries and discussionsin all disciplines.But how he could accomplishso much
of such high quality in so many disciplineswas a mystery, even for close colIeaguesand studentswho studied and taught with him over many years at the
University of Chicago. The solution to the mystery may be found in his writings
on culture, education, and the arts of making and judging works of art. In these
writings he demonstratesand explains how he was able to create so much that
was new, and why using the old to make and understandwhat is new is the best
and most responsibleorientation today for anyone who aspiresto intellectual
and personalexcellence.
The writings in this volume demonstratethe closeconnectionsof culture, education, and the arts*all the liberal arts, including what we call technologies
or arts associatedwith sciences,The arts and sciencesthat are invented or
adopted by the people of a culture becomethe structuresof the culture that cultivate by educating those in the culture. For an education to produce free and
humane adults, it must be a liberating and humanizing education adapted to
the circumstancesand problems faced by people of the culture. In our times of
cultural contact and confluence,education should be general in the sensethat
it is for everyone,that it introduceseveryoneto all experience,knowledge,and
cultures, and that it is an effectiveordering force in life and character. Literary
criticism is one of the structures of culture and is learned and practiced by
means of the interconnectedliberal arts of education; and, reflexively,the arts
of appreciation, interpretation, analysis,and criticism of literature provide a
particularly free and usefirlintroduction to the arts and themesof education and
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culture. Knowledge of thesereflexive interrelations dependson philosophic discussionand inquiry into the basicproblemsof culture,education,and the arts.
McKeon's work in philosophy, general education, and literary criticism has
been misinterpreted and misunderstood when these reflexive relationships
have been overlooked.Commentatorshave isolatedsingleaspectsof his work
and used them to simplify and separatewhat McKeon consideredconnected
parts of a unified whole. Then a reified part has been usedto interpret other
parts or the whole of his work. In literary criticism, McKeon's work with a
group of colleaguesat Chicago in the 1930sand 1940swas misinterpretedas
the work of a "school" and as "Aristotelian," namesMcKeon rejectsin the first
essayin this volume. Similarly, his work on general education in the College
during the same time was also called "Aristotelian," probably becausehe was
known as the editor of the most widely usedselectionof readingsfrom Aristotle
and was not unwilling to use devicesfrom Aristotle's texts in his work. (He was
also thought to be a devoteeofthe "great books" approachto educationpromulgated by University of Chicago Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins and by
McKeon's old friend from New York Ciry Mortimer Adler.) McKeon explains
the actual pluralistic, interdisciplinary relations betrveen the group's critical
work and the educational innovations in the College and the graduate divisions
of the University of Chicago, but deniesthat a commitment to Aristotle was the
basisof either. Coleridge and rhetoric, he says,were more important than the
Poetics
of Aristotle for the literary work of the Chicago group.
Other aspectsof McKeon's work were isolatedand usedfrom time to time to
call him a historianof ideas,a humanist,a Thomist, a medievalist,a rhetorician,
a classicist,a metaphysician,pragmatist, technologist,antifascist,human rights
activist, liberal arts educator, university administrator, conservative,internationalist,Americanphilosopher,world philosopher,and other honorable-but
misleadingbecauseincompiete-names. Any of these small interpretation
make McKeon and his creativity seemmysterious,becausethe whole of his
work is not explained by any of them, or any combinations of them. Themes
that cut acrossall such interpretations,and McKeon's useof arts for developing
and particularizing thosethemes,do provide insight into the whole of his work,
and explain how such interpretations,or more useful interpretations,could
arise out of the experienceof reading McKeon's publications or working with
him. His studentsand colleaguesknew him as an awe-inspiring and liberating
teacher, a stunningly erudite scholar, an incomparable interpreter of texts, an
inventor of educationalcurricula, an insightful and inspiring philosopher, and a
committed man of action. Late in his life he was willing to describehimself as a
Neoteric in education,his work in literary criticism asa pluralism, and his philosophicwork asboth a philosophy of culture and a philosophy ofcommunication
and the arts.
McKeon reinvented the old arts of grammar, rhetoric, logic, and dialectic,
and used them on fundamental themesthat run through all his essays.In each
essay,arts are used to di{ferently vary, elaborate, and specify selectedthemes.
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seekingout and followinghis useof arts and themesmakesit possibleto understand more fully the reflexive and philosophic connectionsamong culture, education, and the arts. If the arts and themes are passedover to focus on the
subjectof each essayasif the subjectwere an isolatedsubjectmatter (suchasliterary criticism,discourse,teaching,hermeneutics,rhetoricalmethods,creativ
iry judgment, the humanities, technology, character, or love), with a specific
method devisedfor it, then graspingthe reflexiverelationsis made more difficult.
Payingattention to the arts and themeshasa secondadvantage,becauseit allows
the reader to follow how McKeon usesthemesto break topics free from particular interpretations)making them available to be used creatively for invention
and discoveryof "the new."
McKeon usedhis erudition creatively.In conversation,in the crassroomand
in his researchand writings he was consistentlyand often surprisingly oriented
to the problemsand possibilities
of what is new in our rimesand our changin
cultures.In the writings here, he showshow old themesare given newvariations
and specifications,cutting acrossand running through any defined fields or positions. He demonstrateshow earlier forms of the liberal arts are universalized
today as arts of discourseand communication, and he renamesthem by their
fieldsofoperation ("recovery,""discovery,""presentationr,'and,,action',)and
typesof activity ("interpretation,""selection,""homiletics,,,and ,,systematics
to point out their new characters and possibilities.His artistic and thematic
work enabled him to break down many baselessfixed dichotomies that are
thought to be fundamental divisions in contemporary cultures, especiallythe
popular opposition betvyeenthe arts and the science
Scientific methods and subject matters seem more fundamental than the
arts. But McKeon demonstratesthat the universalarts precedeand produce
scientific methods which are adapted to particular fields of investigation, and
that the fields are produced from themes that are used to mark off bodies of
data and facts that can be organized by principles. In our times we are using
universalizedarts and particular sciencesto createnew world cultures and new
views of the universethat in turn open up new possibilitiesfor humanity. In doing so,we posenew problems of understandingourselvesas the inheritors of old
traditions and the makers of new worlds. McKeon's writings demonstrate the
universal arts we are using to remake ourselvesby making new cultures, and
they explain how these arts can be learned and taught so we can understand
ourselvesin our new cultural circumstances.
Seekingto understand ourselvesis a perennial and reflexive human process
that requires,to be done well, learningand teachingthe arts and themesofhuman cultures,past)present,and future. In our times, this great humanizing and
philosophic task requires attention to the new techne,
the new forms of technica
skillsor arts that make useof and contribute to the scientificdiscoveriesand new
knowledge characteristic of our age. Of particular importance are the new
forms ofold rhetorical and logical arts that are usedfor creativepurposes,often
unknowingly, by professionalsand techniciansin every field of our culture. The
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new>universalizedart of rhetoric-the art of selectionfor discovery-provides
methods and structuresto all practical, theoretic, and productive activities,and
is not the exercisein deceptivespeechifyingthat "rhetoric" is popularly taken
to be. McKeon demonstratesthat the art of discovery is so pervasiveand fundamental in our times that grammar, logic, and dialectic should be understood
within a rhetorical,/discursiveframework, and that evenphilosophy and the scienceshavebecomerhetoricized.The new arts can be understoodbestnotjust
by giving them definitions within a theory of a subjectmatter, but by seeinghow
arts can be usedto follow and developbasicthemesthat run acrossall fields and
subject matters. McKeon's work in this volume demonstrates,among many
other things, the emergent new arts of our time; it also demonstrateswhat
themesare, how to operatewith them, and why themes,topics, and arts are the
keysto unlocking the mystery of creativity in the arts, in education, in culture,
and in philosophy.
This volume is organized in three parts that can be described in terms of
familiar subject matters. The essaysin part one focus on literary criticism and
rhetoric; those in part two on culture, discourse,and technology; and those in
part three on education and philosophy. Such descriptionssay little. But the
three parts can also be describedin terms of the arts and themesthat are used
to create the subject matters and to operate within and acrossthem. In part
one, for example, rhetoric as a new art is distinguished from grammar and
shown in usefor invention andjudgment in literature and alsoin education and
philosophy.The art is usedto demonstratehow themesand commonplacesare
used "poetically" in literature or any field to create-to make, invent, discover-and how they are used to interpret literature pluralistically. Part one
errdswith a pluralistic, rhetorical examination of aestheticjudgment and its relations to other kinds ofjudgment, and with an explanation of the relations of
methods drawn from rhetoric to the methods of twentieth-century philosophy
Besidessayingthat traditional forms of the liberal arts are universalizedin part
one and the rest of this volume, it is enoughto saythat each subsequentessa
demonstratesfurther aspectsof the arts, and all of them taken together show
the arts in operation in literary criticism, in education and culture, and within
the framework of a systematicphilosophy.
Themes require more introduction than arts becauseMcKeon goesbeyond
what is usually done in the sciences,philosophy, rhetoric, or the humanities to
identify precisefunctions, structures,and locationsfor themes.McKeon locate
themes by connecting them with and distinguishing them from topics, hypotheses,and theses.A theme is made up of at leastthree and preferablyfour
uninterpreted topics that can be usedto constituteor enunciateany sort ofconnected sequenceor set ofconsequentialsteps,often in the form "IfA and B,
then C and D." Instancesof such sequencesare arguments,plots, narratives
stories,and all other methodical sequencesin discourse.("Discourse" is not lirnited to speech,but assimilates
all actions,ideas,and things.)A theme,in other
words, is about how A leadsto B leadsto C (and D). Thematic connection also
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extends to connections among variations on a theme that appear in di{Ierent
circumstancesand are used for different purposes.We are familiar with many
ancient themes,such as the theme of Oedipus or the theme of Socrates,which
have taken on many forms over the centuries and continue to be varied and
specifiedin new ways today. The theme of Oedipus first appearsin legend,becomes a plot in Sophocles'tragedy Oedipus
Rex,may be traced in many variations until modern times, and is interpreted famously as a psychologicalcomplex in Freud's theory. The psychological theory permits invention of a new
literary criticism applied even to Hamlet,and spawnsnew variations on the old
tradition of interpreting works of literature and work in other disciplinesby referenceto something Freud, Marx, anthropology,racism, sexism-outside of
the work or the discipline, but not outside of culture.
The theme of Socrateslends itself to pointing out how to locate themes by
relating them to theses,h;.potheses,and topics. Such location is particularly
useful becausein any particular theory, history, or work ofart, thesesare formulations of organizing principles, hlpotheses are establishedor disproved as
statementsof fact or value, and topics become terms when given a definition,
meaning, and referencewithin the work. Themes are used directly, usually by
practice of an art of logic, to create a particular method that is guided by the
principle and that establishes
factsand values.Themescomposedof topicsprovide the best means to relate the terms, meanings,values, methods, and principlesof different theoriesto each other, making them easierto understand and
to use for many purposes.
Socratesstatesthe theme of Socratesin Plato'sApolog as the thematic conclusion of one stageof the dialectical argument that is also a history of Socrates
life and a rhetorical demonstration of why he is popularly known as a "wise
man." Socratesusesthe Oracle at Delphi to tell the story of his life. When asked
by an impulsive friend of Socrateswhether anyonewas wiser than Socrates,the
Oracle had answered,"No one." After recounting his long questto understand
what the oracle meant, Socratesarrives at the following statement: "He only
made use of my name, and took me as an example, as though he would say to
men, 'He among you is the wisestwho, Iike Socrates,knows that his wisdom is
reallyworthnothing atall."' r lnthe textof theApokgt,this statementisanimportant step of the argument and is connectedto what came before and what
follows next as stagesof the dialectical method of the text. It also is a statement
with a meaning that is related to other statementsof factual meaning and value
in the text. All such statementscan be put in the form of hlpotheseswhich the
method of the text establishesor disprovesas statementswhich are Platonic interpretationsof facts and values.AII statementsof fact and value inthe Apolog
and the method, are parts of a coherentphilosophic systemorganized around a
thesisthat the text establishesas a principle. Plato's principle in the Apolog is
l. Plaro Apolog, in Eutlyphro,Apollg, Critl, trans. F. J. Church, Library of the Liberal Arts,
2nd rev. ed. (New York: Bobbs-Merill, 1956),p. 28
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"the Good," which is introducedfirst asan undefinedtopic but by the end of text
is establisheddialectically as the organizing principle. Topics, or uninterpreted
singlewords,ideas,actions,or things,are usedto statethe organizingthesis,the
themes, and the hypothesesof fact and value that are specifiedin the Apolog
as its principle, method, and interpretations of facts and values.The theme of
Socratescan be usedto make theserelationsclearer.
Like the theme of Oedipus, that of Socrateshas been given many forms and
used for many purposes in di{ferent disciplines over the centuries. Socrates
statement of the theme can be simplified to show how it is composed of
undefined topics that permit ofmultiple interpretationsand uses.In very simple
and topical form, the theme of Socratescan be statedas follows: "If Socratesis
wise,it is becausehe knowshe is ignorant." The four topics,as nouns,are Soc
rates,Wisdom, Knowledge,and Ignorance.It is important to note that none of
thesetopics are defined or interpreted, but the four of them in richly ambiguous connectionwith eachother make possiblemany specifyinginterpretation
These topics can be combined in many variations to statedifferent hypothese
that can be testedby Plato's dialectic or any other method. Some testablehypothesesare "Knowledge is ignorance,""Wisdom is knowledge,""Socratesis
ignorant," or "Socrateswas the best and wisestman who ever lived." Thematically, it is a small step to modern analysesof scientificmethods,including rules
of probability and the reliability of double-blind experiments.It is also an eas
step to stating themesof the creativity and social responsibilityof the artist, the
nature of computers,and the ethicsof creating "posthuman" speciesby genetic
manipulation and nanotechnology.In any of theseareas,the topics of the main
themesusedare a rich sourceof varioushypotheseswhich will be defendedor
attacked diflerently in the di{ferent theories that are developed.
Topicscan be understoodas single,undefinedvariables,"A," "B," "C," that
can be indicatedin one word, suchas "freedom," "responsibility,"or "communication." Hypothesesrequire tr,votopics, "A" and "B," to make a statementof
f;actor value in the form "A is 8." Themes require at leastthree and preferably
four topics. A thesisstatesa principle that orders n number of topics, and any
coherent discursivesystemgrounded in a principle will contain selectedtopics,
hlpotheses,and themesparticularizedas terms,interpretivestatementsof fact
and value, and a method. The method will use terms (or analogsof terms) to
make a connectedargument of somesort that establishesstatementsof fact and
value basedon a principle that organizesthe whole. McKeon's writings, taken
together,demonstratehis single,coherentphilosophy;attention to his topics
h;potheses,themes,and thesespermits discoveryof his principles,methods
interpretations,and basicterms, and how all parts of that philosophycohere
McKeon wasa masterof artsand themes;the betterhis themesare understood
the easierit is to appreciateand understand his philosophy.
Themesare structuresaswell assetsof topics,and the structureof the theme
of Socrates as it appears here is the "if-then" form, a frequent thematic
structurethat can alsotake the form of a proportion, a:b::c:d.
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An important and prevalent theme in McKeon's work is the theme of freedom, which is statedin "PhilosophicSemanticsand PhilosophicInquiry" (se
vol. 1, p. 213) as "freedom is the absenceof externalimpedimentsto action."
A major theme in his teaching is representedby the four topics "Knower,
Knowledge,Knowable, and Known." But neither of theseimportant themesis
the most fundamentaltheme of McKeon's work.
A reliable indicator of a basic theme is that once it is identified, many di{ferent specificationsand formulations of it are discoverablein di{ferent fields and
the works of many authors. McKeon showsthat themesexist in the variety of
forms and specificationsthey are given in the diversestatementsand activitiesin
which they appear, and they supply means for making connectionswithin and
among all their diflerent appearances.They can be traced and followed from
one specificationto another in the works of authors and the eventsof history in
varioustimesand places.One reasonMcKeon includesso many historiesin his
works is that a history is often the bestway to presentthe themeshe usesto state
and solvea problem. McKeon doesnot definethe themeshe uses,nor doeshe
give a definition of "theme" in general.Such a definition would be paradoxical,
especially a definition within a systematicphilosophy, since it would reduce
"theme" to one interpretation of it, and obscurethe distinctiveness,value, and
utility of themes.McKeon explains themesby commenting on his use of them
and by explaining their functions in discourseand culture. He "defines" themes
thematically by demonstrating how arts are used to make and do things with
themes,and how themesare usedto createknowledge.
The initial essayin each part of this volume is especiallyvaluable for understanding McKeon's use of arts and themes.In particular, the first essayin part
one demonstrateshow arts and themesare usedin literatureand connectliterature and philosophy; the first in part two showshow they are structurescentral to culture and discourse;and the first in part three how they make possible
discoveryand solution of the basic problems of education and philosophy.
Part I
At the end of the first numbered sectionof "Criticism and the Liberal Arts: The
Chicago School of Criticism," McKeon statesa theme of the humanities and
a theme of the liberal arts:
I tendedto the broader interpretationof the humanities,sinceotherwise we should be reading different works when we read the Greek
ciassicsthan the Greeks did when they read and wrote commentaries
on the sameworks, and we should be neglectingsuggestiveprecedent
for enriching our appreciation of later literature basedon Greek antecedentsand theories.
I inclined to argue for a broader conceptionofthe liberal arts base
on the two raditions, one that would strive to combine universality of
judgment with particularity of application of rules by joining consid
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eration of the functions of liberal arts as ideas and actions to their
functionsaswords and things.(seep. l7)
\A/hileit should be obviousfrom their structure that thesestatements,occurring
closeto each other, are meant to be taken asparallel and related, it may not be
obviousthat they are fourfold statementsofthemes. It is usuallypossibleto identify the four parts of any full statementof a theme McKeon makes,and to discover how each part performs a function in the argument of its essay.Conversely,the stepsof argument of a McKeon essaycan indicate what the themes
and parts of themesare that are being used in the argument. If approached as
a theme with four parts in a variation of the if-then form, the statementabove
concerning the liberal arts breaksdown as follows:
I inclined to arguelor
a: a broader conceptionofthe Iiberal artsbasedon the two traditions,
b: one that would strive to combine universality ofjudgment with
particularity of application of rules
by joining consideration
c: ofthe functionsofliberal arts as ideasand actions
d: to their functions as words and things.
This statement of the theme is used in the brief secondsection of the essayto
state the problem of grammar and literature that section three of the essa
solves.One connection of the statement of the theme to the statement of the
problem is the four topics "ideas,actions,words, and things" in the theme which
appearin the problem as "words, sounds,ideas,or actions":
How is literature different when it is viewed in terms of one perspective from what it is when viewed in terms of another?when it is viewed
as a body ofwords, sounds,ideas,or actions?or from the perspective
of one who is experiencedin the useof grammar?or one practicedin
the art of grammar? or one learned in the scienceof grammar? (see
p. lB )
Undefined topics from themescan also be used to set up schematisms,diagrams, paradigms, or matrices, and in the problem statement above, the four
topics already mentioned could be lined up on a page horizontally or vertically
and mapped against "experience, practice, and learning" or against "use, art,
and science" lined up the other way. Then the possibilitiesrevealed in such a
devicecould be used,as they are usedin sectionthree ofthis essay,to createthe
argument that solvesthe statedproblem. Along the way of such an arg"umen
many creative interpretations could be made and statedusing data introduced
from experiencethat are neededto solve the problem. In this particular essa
the art of rhetoric is usedas the master art to introduce and develop the theme
which make possiblea Iearned and creativepresentationof the art of grammar
in a plurality of forms. One of the forms of grammar is usedto presentand discussthe various forms of grammar. Grammatical and rhetorical approachesto
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literary criticism are then contrasted to explain the approach ofthe Chicago
critical group. IJnderstanding "pluralism" dependson understanding arts and
themes.
The four topics noted in the statementof the theme of the liberal arts and the
corresponding four topics in the statementof the problem are specificationsof
the most fundamental and widely used theme that runs through and connects
all of McKeon's writings and other work: the theme of "Thing, Thought, Word,
and Action." In all the essayshere this theme is used rhetorically to selecttopics in existinginterpretations and raisethem up lrom thoseinterpretations;then
they are available to be used creatively in a context of interconnecting themes
that run through and point beyond all specificinterpretations.
It should become apparent by following McKeon's artful use of themesthat
he usesthem to draw togetherreportsofexperienceand the data ofexistence,to
connectwith other themes,to constructschemasand other devices,to state
problems, and to organize inquiries and arguments to solve the problems.
(Theseimportant usesare by no meansthe only ways McKeon usesthemes,or
the only usesof themes.)His purpose is not to construct a uniquely true philosophy to which all must accede,but to createa completephilosophy that provides
thematic and artistic meansfor philosophersand otherspursuing their own purposesto cooperate in identifying and solving basic common human problems.
In the writings here McKeon frequently statesa theme near the beginning of an
essay,often in the first sentenceor even in the title, as in the tide ofthe third essayofpart one, "Pluralism of Interpretations and Pluralism of Objects,Actions,
and StatementsInterpreted." This is the theme "thing, thought, word, and action" in one of its many forms. All the essaysin part one are connectedby common themesdeveloped,varied, and specifiedby useofthe art ofselectionfor discovery to investigatenew conceptsand activitiesof making works of art, and to
discoverand name the valuesand other characteristicsof made thinss.
Part II
In part two, the art of selectionfor discoveryand the themesintroduced in part
one are located within the structures of culture and explained as part of the
reflexive cultural and philosophical processof human self-invention and selfinvestigation. In the first essayof part two, "Man and Mankind in the Development of Culture and the Humanities,"McKeon statesa themeof themes:"A
theme is a structure of ideasand facts,of functions and operations" (seep. I l8).
Like an art or a science,a theme is a structure of a culture, and the structures
ofcultures can be usedto connect cultures aswell as to understand a singleculture. The arts and sciencesof culture posit and explain nature, but it is selfdeception to hope that a scientific discovery of the nature of "Man" will provide the sure basisfor explaining culture. Humanity makesitself by educating
itse[ and the arts and themes invented and used to cultivate humanity are
factual and valuable realities in the nature of culture and the cultivation of
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humanity. Culture is liberating and humanizing when the arts and themes are
used reflexively to open up new possibilitiesand new ways of realizing them
that solvethe fundamental problems createdby cultural progress.
In the secondessayofpart two, rhetoric is related to the other liberal arts historically and philosophically, and the encyclopedic systems,or connected cycles,of interrelated arts are used to relate Muslim, Hebrew, Orthodox Christian, and Latin Christian cultures to each other and to their Greek and Roman
roots. The three monotheistic religions, Hebrew, Christian, and Muslim, are
shown in reflexive cultural relations to each other, a pluralism of monotheisms.
The encyclopedic systemsof arts, sciences,and learning explain culture, and
the nature and relations ofcultures to each other. In the long discussionsection
following the text of the essay,McKeon explains, as part of his explanation of
what he was doing in the essay,the role of creativity in scholarship,and indicatesin passinghow he was able to acquire his great erudition.
In the great third essayofpart two, "Discourse,Demonstration, Verification,
andJustification," culture, themes,rhetoric, and the other arts are universalized
and given philosophical grounding in discourse.Discourseorders and explains
the encyclopediasof arts and themes,as the encyclopediasexplain culture, and
as culture explains humanity and nature. In the extended discussionthat folMcKeon comments at length on his use of themes, including
lows this essay,2
the following passage:
The purpose which I set myself, however, was not to present and develop a "dlssis"-1hs thesisofAristotle or of any other philosopher or
even a thesisof my own-but to follow the evolution of "themes" in
which thesesinfluence and transform each other. The advantage of
considering the theme within which "demonstration," "verification,"
and "justification" acquire a variety of meaningsis that interpretation
is not limited to one aspect of discourse, and alternative uses of

2. "Discourse, Demonstration, Verification, andJustfication" (DDVJ concludeswith a statement that demonstration as manifestation, exhibition, or portrayal has become the architectonic
art an art of arts of discourse."We verify and justily by demonstrating, and in so doing we exhibit the structuresand unity of discourse.We move commonplacesfrom one mode of discourseor
discipline to another, and we trace the lines ofdiscourse according to the perspectiveselected;but
the assimilationand discrimination are both achievedby demonstration, for they are achievedfrom
the perspectiveof the agent who makes them" (seep. 170). This is one of numerous places in the
essayswhere a general explanation is given that applies directly to McKeon's work and illuminates
his own perspective.He comments particularly on his work and perspectiveas an innovator in education in the first essayof part three, "The Batde of the Books." Particular commentari.esof comparable value appear in the transcripts included in part two ofdiscussions that followed the original presentationsof DDVJ and of "The Organization of Sciencesand the Relations of Cultures in
the Twellth and Thirteenth Centuries." In each ofthese discussionsMcKeon comments on his presentation and engagesin extended interchangeswith scholar$ colleagues.Besidesthe insights provided in McKeon's comments, the interchangesdisplay the differencebetween McKeon's approach
to discussionand inquiry and the approaches of other scholars. For students and colleaguesof
McKeon who were participants in many such discussions,these records are extremely poignant.
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"argument" which do not fit one's thesisare not marked offautomatically as erroneousor defective.(AnswertoJoja, seep. 179)
McKeon's explanation of the structures and unity of discoursealso explains
why "discourse" has achievedsuch prominence today, and it can help any recipient ofderivative explanationsofdiscourse and its usesto rediscoverits original richnessand explanatory power.
The fourth and last essayof part two givesa detai,ledpresentationof the new
universalized art of rhetoric and its fields of operation in relation to modern
technologyand science.The reflexive,ongoing encyclopediasofnew arts,structured and grounded philosophically in discourse,apply to all the problems and
possibilitiesof culture in our times, and also present, through the principles,
methods, and fields of the new rhetoric, perspectivesthat McKeon usedfor his
new invention of education and philosophy
Part III
The cycle of arts in discourseand culture in part two becomesa curriculum of
arts for general and more advanced education in the essaysin part three. All
the themesfrom parts one and tlvo reappear in part three and are now varied,
interrelated, and specifiedin ways that allow the statementand solution of the
basic problems of general and higher education in our times. To reach the fundamental problems of education and philosophy,all the essaysopen with a thematic analysisof ambiguities in education or philosophy, ambiguities that take
the form of equivocationsand ongoing, indeterminate controversies.The way
McKeon usesambiguity and equivocation in any field to penetrate through
surface controversiesto reach basic problems is exemplified by his discussio
of equivocation at the start of "The Battle of the Books," and by his use of
ambiguity to begin the other essaysin part three.
He starts the first essaywith a theme of knowledge, values, questions and
answers,and uses that to introduce the various types of equivocations that
have occurred and will occur in discussionsof knowledge and education. This
schematic presentation enables him to discussthe involvement of equivocation with all fundamental discussionsand hence with any discussionof education, and to point out the "supreme equivocation of our times" and the
danger of "total equivocation" that is frequently the mark of fundamental discussions.The debilitating e{fectsof equivocation cannot be avoided by select
ing on some basis, as is so frequently done, one of the possiblepositions that
help to constitute the equivocations;such selectionis succumbingto the equivocation and perpetuatesit. Instead, McKeon selectsa single equivocation to
discuss,one that is persistent and inclusive of many positions, and rich in
themesand arts. His discussionof the equivocation, in this essaythe battle between "ancients" and "moderns" in education, introduces themes and arts by
means of a history of the equivocation; topics from the themes are then use
to identify basic issues,and to state a fundamental problem of education
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which is solved in the rest of the essay.One of the themes is that of "general
education."
General educationwas introduced near the beginning of the first essayin this
volume, "Criticism and the Liberal Arts: The Chicago School of Criticism."
McKeon statesthere that the commitment of the University of Chicago in the
I 930sand 1940swasto a generaleducationsuitedto its times.In the third paragraph of that essayhe writes, "General education was to be general in three respects-itwas to be an educationforeveryone,an introductiontoallknowledge,
and an orderingforcein individual life and character"(seep. l2). This themeis
varied and specifiedin "The Battle ofthe Books" to expand generaleducationto
include, besides"everyone" and "all knowledge,"both "all experiences"and "all
cultures," in addition to education for life and character. Crossingthe theme of
culture with that of general education makespossibleone of McKeon's clearest
particularizationsof the theme of culture, education, and the arts:
The battles of the ancientsand the moderns mark the major stagesin
the development of Western education and (what is the same thing)
Western culture and learning; and the significanceof the battles for
the onward march can be seenby placing them in the context of the
methods of the liberal arts and the problems of the arts and sciences
on which they were practiced.(seep. 220)
The connection of the theme to a history and to a pluralism of positions that
leads to problems of arts and sciences,illustrateshow both semanticpluralism
and history are used to reach and addressfundamental problems. In this emplol'rnent, history and pluralism are counterpartsof each other. History, ambiguities, equivocations,and pluralisms are used in the other essaysin part three
to formulate and solveproblems of education and philosophy.
In "The Nature and Teaching of the Humanities," he examinesthe equivocation or dispute in education betr,veen"the nature of man" and "the nature of
knowledge,"and usesit to statea four-part problem ofculture, ideology,ideals,
and political methods that is the fundamental problem of "the humanities" of
our age.
"The Liberating and the Humanizing Arts in Education" presentsa history
ofeducation that is an interplay ofconceptionsoffreedom and conceptionsof
value, and a history ofhumanistic education that is a seriesof conflicts and segregations that have been discovered to be unwarranted and unprofitable. A
fundamental problem is stated that is at the center of all other problems of
humanistic education, that of identifying and relating the liberal arts and the
humanisticarts.
In "The Future of the Liberal Arts," the ambiguity of the liberal arts is presentedas a problem antecedentto any versionofthe plight ofthe liberal arts,
becauseit is the sourceof "undecidable controversy."The solution is to examine the nature of the liberal arts in relation to those modern problems "which
needIiberal arts for their considerationand treatment.
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The question of how education may shape character, and the proper role
of character in education, has produced another endlessand unresolve
controversy.In "Character and the Arts and Disciplines,"McKeon identifie
four semantic types of problems of the relation of education to character, depending on whether character is conceivedto be primarily natural, moral, social, or dramatic.Considerationof theseequivocalformulationsmakespossibl
identification of the two basicproblems of characterand education:problems of
meansand problems of sequence.Statementof those problems makespossible
new insightsinto education for characterin both generaleducation and in more
advancededucationand researchin the disciplines.
The relation of character to education is clearer in higher education than it
is in general education. In generaleducation, comprehensivearts and inclusive
disciplinesare acquired for the formation of individual character. In higher education, specializedarts and competence in particular fields are inseparable
from character traits essentialto mastery of the arts and useof the competence
employedin them. The specializedarts and disciplinesof higher education,if
they are truly arts and disciplines,must arouseinterestand purpose,judgment
and insight. McKeon explains the effectson a person'scharacter of acquiring
the four new arts that he has described,and the picture that emergesis a portrait of McKeon himself as an exemplary educator and a man of exemplary
character.
Acquiring the art of recovery in a particular field produces a receptiveman,
sensitiveto known facts and consistenciesand conservativewith establishe
knowledge and values; acquiring the art of discoveryproduces a curious man,
resistant to the pressuresof acceptance and conformity and tolerant of incongruitiesand inconsistencies
that open up possibilitiesof spontaneoussel!
initiation and innovation.Acquiring the art of presentationproducesan openminded man, imaginative in perceiving and forming connections;acquiring the
art of systematization
producesa purposiveman, reflectiveconcerningpossibl
orders of knowledge, action, and judgment, and also reflective concerning the
transformationsboth of organizingprinciples and of the hierarchiesoftheir systematic consequences.
The result of acquiring thesearts in higher education
should be a person who unites them in an integrated character which is self:
assuredin applying the arts in a specialfield and in using them to relate knowledge and progress in that field to other problems and their solution, and to
other individuals and their formation. Richard McKeon was the paradigm of
sucha person:receptive,curious,open-minded,and purposive.
The arts are related to disciplines,and the formation of character involves
acquiring arts of disciplined sensitiviry disciplined originaliry disciplined coherency,and disciplinedpurposiveness.
Disciplinedoriginality and disciplined
coherency illuminate McKeon's creativity. Disciplined coherency is an ability
to trace paths acrossstructuresof fact and to relate presentationsmethodically
It includes the imaginative ability to place presentationsin different sequence
and to recosnize the themes which are set forth in different accounts a
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dilferent connections of the same or di{Ierent facts. It is used to move from
thesis to thesis and from method to method by treating diflerent accounts as
variations of a theme. Disciplined coherency is acquired by knowledge of the
themes which establish connections in a given field and by practice in the art of
presentation which usesmethods to establish thesesby definition and hlpothesis and to build variant connections which particularize a theme .
Disciplined originality is an acquired art which abandons or modifies accepted certainties and interpretations when they become involved in inconsistencies and present problems. Every discipline has its basic categories which are
employed without question and which seem to be fixed in the nature of the subject matter. Categories are multiplied into numerous elementary terms and
concepts which take their place when the priority of a finite set of categories is
challenged. They yield to topics or places in the art of invention when the interpretation ofinconsistencies in facts suggeststhe need for new facts and for the
invention of new categories to constitute them. The art of invention is used to
discover new facts by selecting new elements or newly defined elements from
which to construct them. Disciplined originality is acquired by knowledge of
topics which are the source of new elements and new concepts in a given field
and by practice in the art of selection which makes possible the combination of
elements in new meaningful facts and interpretations. Originality acquired
in creative selection in a particular field emphasizes the intellectual aspect of
character traits adapted to creative innovation in the contradictions ofpractical
action and the inconsistencies of cultural values.
McKeon's description of these arts and their connection to the formation of
character offers clues for understanding his rich creativity as an expression ofhis
character and, in more general terms, an instance of disciplined originality and
the art of discovery. There is no simple answer, of course, such as ascribing his
activities to natural genius. But it is clear that the answer involves the arts which
can be used in creating curricula for education, understanding the structures of
culture, devising a pluralistic literary criticism, and in many other practical or
theoretic undertakings. All of these activities have philosophic underpinnings
that are explored in the last tvvo essaysin part three.
"Love and Wisdom: The Teaching of Philosophy" considers ambiguities to
arrive at basic problems and relates problems of teaching to philosophic problems, because all problems when pushed to the extreme are philosophic problems. Philosophic clarification of the teaching of philosophy can be extended to
clarify teaching in general, and McKeon argues that all teaching is directed to
the inculcation of wisdom and of love adapted to the stage at which the learner
has arrived, to the learner's society, and to the state of knowledge concerning
the matters the learner is studying. This view of teaching appiies reflexively to
the teaching of phiiosophy.
McKeon argues for teaching philosophy and against teaching a philosophy.
Teaching a philosophy is indoctrination; teaching philosophy is based on
the study of philosophic problems wherever they are found. In his teaching,
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McKeon sought no disciplesand required that his doctoral studentsidentify their own probiem in a substantivefield that they described and defined
This was the most challengingtask for studentswho had not been
themselves.
educatedto becomeindependentstudents,responsiblefor their own learning
Since he was not burdened with the tasksof indoctrinating anyone with Aristotelianism,greatbookscanons,McKeonism, or any other faith or philosophy
he was free to move thematically and be more artistic and creative.
McKeon arrives at the central problem of teaching philosophy by considering creativity. Creativity in philosophy is a source of creative ethics for the individual, creative societyfor communities, and creative inquiry in thought. But
considerationof the problems ofphilosophy indicatesthat individuals, societies
and sciencesare viewed on two levels:the level of decision making in the concrete, where it is natural that they be kept distinct; and the level of insight making in the broad domain of possibiliry where questionsof self, others, and the
world are all part of a singlequestion.All actual casesare intermediate between
thesetwo levels,and the teaching of philosophy moves in this area.
Outside of a singledevelopedphilosophy,it is both falseand dangerousto assert either that individuals, societies,and the world are distinct or that they
are identical. The central problem of the teaching of philosophy is how to use
the two statementsin productive interrelations. A man of supreme wisdom,
identified with certainty and universallyrecognized,wouldjustify othersturning
to him as the example of self-rule,the ruler of others, and the certifier of truth.
Then his teaching of philosophy would reduce to indoctrination. But in actualiry the teaching of philosophy has an important task if it can employ love and
wisdom to open up orientations and inculcate arts that make men and women
free in action, responsiblein sociery and wise in the pursuit of knowledge.
"Love and Wisdom" makesa transition frorn education to philosophy; "Phi
losophyof Communicationsand the Arts" concludesthis volume by making a
succinct statement of a single developed philosophy, structured not to deterand the world, but to free them to use
mine how readersunderstandthemselves
arts,themes,and topicsto invent and establishnew hypothesesand thesesthat
could be used in cooperativeefforts to addressfundamental problems. The essay presents a philosophic system of arts and communication that structures
existence,experience,and culture. The structure also provides an organizing
framework within which each essayincluded in this volume can be located and
related to the others.The philosophypresentedhere is paradoxicallya singl
and fostersa pluralism of philosophies,sincethe
philosophythat presupposes
plurality of philosophiesis neededboth to identify and solvebasichuman problems and to liberateand humanizeourselvesby educationusingthe structure
of culture.
As the first essaydistinguishedand related the arts of grammar and rhetoric,
this essayrelatesrhetoric and dialectic.Plato'sdialectic assimilatedSophisti
rhetoric into dialectic; McKeon's new universal art of selectionfor invention
reachesout to restructuredialectic-and srammar and loeic-for innovation
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The new dialectic is broadened from systemsof thought and being to include
all ordering principles, elements,and causes,asdemonstratedin this essay.The
new logic usesthemesand arts to make all sequences,the new rhetoric usestopics for discoveryof the unknown, the new grammar useshypothesesof semantics for recovery of the known. These new universalizedarts of communication
and construction give promise of constituting a new philosophy that avoidssetting the di{ferent arts and philosophiesin endlesscontroversial oppositions in
which semantic differencesmark off the rival possibilitiesof allegedly unique
statements of truth and determinations of values. Disciplined creativity is
neededto make the new philosophy not a monolithic inclusive sharedideology
but a philosophy that opposesthe dogmatism of partial and divisive universalismsthat impedes communication. The philosophy of communication and
the arts is new becausein it the pluralism of arts and philosophiesmakesuse of
semanticdifferencefor diversifiedtreatment of the common problems and subject matters of philosophical inquiry.
The old philosophiesof rival claimants to unique truths, transformed practically into doctrines and ideologiesserving the purposesof those unphilosophic
Ieaderseagerto kill to extend their power, are too dangerousfor today's world
and tomoirow's. Population pressure)the exhaustion of resources,the breakdown of old, rural cultures, technology driving the confluenceof formerly separated cultures, and our increasing power to communicate and to act create
new problems that are ultimately philosophical and that cannot be solvedwithout new creativity.McKeon's philosophy of culture, education, and the arts can
teach us to give history a direction that does not require the desertificationof
the earth nor the destruction of so much of humanity that shameforbids mention of the numbers of liveslikely to be lost soon to new wars) new diseases,new
slaveries,new famines,and asyet unpredicted new forms of destruction. Those
who aspireto philosophy may well have an extraordinary and new responsibil
itv to human culture, to education, and to the arts.

